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Abstract
If.ノ冴is afinite W*-algebra, then the inner automorphism grollp lnt(.ノ冴) is
equlCOntinuous with respect to the Ma(:key t()pology and is a t()p()loglCal group
with respect to the topology of pointwise convergen(:e with respect t() tJhc o1-weak
topology.
Lemma 1. Let i/材be ajinite W*-algebra and K a weakly c()mpact.97LbtSet of.ノ歓. Then thJe
balanced convex hull of K ｡ Int(LAW) is weakly relatively compact in LM.･
Proof. By a result ofAkemann (C.f. [1]), thcrc exists an clcmcnt LJl ∈ LM*+ as follows: for any
positive number E, there exists a positive number 61 Such that lp(1:)L < E for every p ∈ K
ifLJl(X*X + xx*) < 61 and Hx= ≦ 1･ Since LJl ｡Int(LAW) is weakly relatively compact (C･ f･
[2]), there exists an element LJ2 ∈ LAW,+ and a positive number 62 Such that l4,(I)I < 2~161
for every 4, ∈ LJl｡Int(LAW) if(J2(X*X+xx*) < 62 and =xIL ≦ 1･ If2LJ2(X*X+xx') < 62 and
llxtl ≦ 1 , thenwe haveLJ2((X*X)*(X*X)+(X*X)(X*X)*) ≦ 2LJ2(X*X) < 62 andLJ2((xx*)*(xx*)+
(xx*)(xx*)*) < 62. Hence, for any J ∈ Int(LAW), we have LJl(J(I)*J(I)) - LJl ｡J(X*X) <
2~161 and LJl(C,(I)C,(I)*) - ul ｡0-(xx*) < 2~161 and so LJl(J(I)*C,(I) + C,(I)C,(I)*) < 61･
Therefore we have p(C,(I)) < E for every p ∈ K, so that K ｡ Int(LAW) is c,-strongly*
equicontinuous on the unit ball. The balanced convex hull of K ｡ Int(LM) is c,-strongly*
equlCOntinuous on the unit ball and hence is weakly relatively compact in LAW..　　　口
Proposition 2. Let LAW be ajinite W*-algebra･ Then lnt(LM) is equicontinuous with respect
to the Mackey topology: 7-(LAW,レ〟私)-topology･
Proof. For a compact and balanced convex subset K of LAW., putting V the polar of the
closed balanced convex hull of K｡Int(LAW), V and Ko are neighbourhoods of 0 with respect,
to the Mackey topology and tnt(LAW)(V) ⊂ Ko･ Therefore lnt(LAW) is equicontinuous with
respect to the Mackey topology.　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　□
Proposition 3. Let LAW be a W*-algebra. Then, on lnt(LM), the topology ofpointwise
convergence with respect to the J-Weak topology is homeomorophic to the topology ofpoint-
wise convergence with respect to the uIStrOng* topology. If, furthermore, LM is finite, then
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Int(LAW) equiped with the topology Ofpointwise convergence With respect to the c'IWeak topoll
o.gy iS a tOPOl0.qiCal.group.
Proof. For any J,Jo ∈ Int(LAW) and I ∈ LAW, we have
(J - Uo)(I)*(u I Jo)(･T) - (C, - Jo)(.7;*X) - Jo(X*)(cr - C,o)(I) - (J - C,o)(1･*)Jo(L･),
(C, - Uo)(I)(0 - Jo)(I)* - (0 - C,o)(xx*) - C,o(.7:)(C, I C,o)(:Ll*) - (C, - Uo)(I)Jo(1/･*).
Hence the topology of pointwise convergence with respect to the cT-weak topology is hoITle-
omorphic to the topology of pointwise convergence with respect to the c,IStrOng* topology･
For any u,C,0,p,po ∈ Int(LAW),I ∈ LAW and p ∈亡/疏, we have
l((U｡P-Jo｡Po)(I),洲≦ I((p-po)(I),V｡J)I + I((C,-Jo)(po(I)),P)I.
On any bounded subset of i/材, the J-StrOng* topology is homeomorphic to the Mackey
topology･ Hence, as /) tends /)o with respect to the topology of pointwise convergeIICe With
respect to the J-Weak topology, (p - po)(I) converges to 0 with respect to the uIStrOng*
topology and also with respect to the Mackey topology･ Since p｡Int(i/材) is weakly relatively
compact (C･ f･ [2]), its closed balanced convex hull is weakly compact7 in virtue of the Krein
theorem･ Hence we have limpぅp. supqEInt(_〟) L((p-po)(I), V｡C,)I - 0 and so limq→U.,PlPo((U｡
p - Jo ｡ Po)(I),P) - 0･ Therefore the multiplication in Int(LM) is continuous. We have
((C,-1 - 0.ll)(I),p) - ((Jo - C,)(U.ll(I)),V｡J~1) and so limq→U.((J-1 - 6.ll)(I),p) - 0.
Hence the inverse in Int(LAW) is continuous. Therefore Int(LM) is a topological group.　□
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